The karyotypes of Yak (Bos grunniens L.) and Cattle (Bos taurus L.) are alike both numerically and morphologically. However, idiograms of the two species reveal differences both in autosomes and in sexual chromosomes. The idiogram of hybrids (Bos grunniens L. S x Bos taurus L. !) represents roughly an average of parental idiograms.
The great differences existing between the karyotypes of certain species constitute probably the causes of the infertility of their hybrids (MnxiNO et al., 
ig6 3 ).
In Yak karyotype was described by Z UITIN by means of histological methods, as being made up of 6 2 (Z UI T IN , 1935 ) and then of 6 0 chromosomes (Z UI T IN , 193 8) .
In a previous work we described the Applying the variance analysis to parental species (Bos grunniens and Bos taurus), it results that there are no significant differences between the idiograms of the two species taken as a whole (P < 0 , 055 ), but that there are very significant differences between different groups of chromosomes from the two species (P < o,ooi) and the interaction species-chromosome is very significant (P < o,ooi).
Though the idiograms of these two species are similar, there is nevertheless the possibility of differentiating them.
Representing graphically the relative mean lengths of each chromosome of the haploid set from Bos grunniens cr, Bos taurus and hybrids ( d and !), we notice that chromosomes 1 -1 6 are larger in Bos grunniens than in Bos taurus, while from chromosome 1 6 to 2 6 the situation is reversed (fig. i) (fig. 3 ) the number of adjacent chromosomes between which there are no significant differences is greater than in Yak, comprising generally 5 or 6 chromosomes. In hybrids (fig. 4 ) There are, likewise, no significant differences between the smallest Yak X chromosomes and the smallest X from hybrids, there are, however, significant differences (P < 0 , 05 ) between the smallest Bos taurus X chromosome and the smallest X from hybrids. It may therefore be assumed, with some probability, that the largest X chromosome from the hybrid female comes from Bos taurus, while the smallest X chromosome from Bos grunniens.
In the case of large differences between the karyotypes of two species, the sterility of male hybrids of the first generation is easily explainable. In spite of similarities in the caryotypes and idiograms f the two parental species, the female hybrid is fertile while the male is sterile. This male sterility may be due both to a specific nonequivalence of the homologous segments of the sex chromosomes X and Y and to differences in the genes on the Y chromosomes of the two species.
